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Response to Shirli Gilbert

DEBORAH DASH MOORE

When I mentioned that I had just finished reading an article on the historiography of South African Jews that began with a quotation citing the rationale for the establishment of the American Jewish Historical Society, a colleague immediately asked me for the reference. His son-in-law had come to Philadelphia as a young child from South Africa. “I always thought there was a ‘story’ of the South African diaspora to the US”, he explained. Then he added: “and the reasons why”. Shirli Gilbert’s graceful and comprehensive “state of the field” discussion of scholarship on South African Jews does not particularly get into the story of the South African diaspora to the United States, but it does explicitly invite “further engagement” from its readership. In fact, Gilbert points to studies of the impact of South African migrants on communal life in Israel and Australia, and suggests that similar research on their presence in North America and the United Kingdom would be welcome.

I second that idea. An account of South African Jewish immigration to the United States and Canada would simultaneously enrich and complicate post-1965 discussions of migration to the U.S., as well as enhance understanding of South African Jewish history. After Congress passed the Hart-Celler bill as the Immigration and Nationality Act in 1965, immigration to the U.S. increased, with many more migrants from Africa and Asia than in the past. Aside from Jewish migrants from the Soviet Union and the accompanying political struggle for Soviet Jews, relatively little attention has been paid to Jews coming from other parts of the world.¹

Broadening the framework of diaspora studies to include the multiple migrations of South African Jews – from Europe to South Africa and from South Africa to other places on the globe – suggests how valuable might be Devi Mays’s conceptualization of Sephardi Ottoman Jews’ movements across multiple borders. Her book, Forging Ties, Forging Passports: Migration and the Modern Sephardi Diaspora (2020), provides a potential model for new approaches to the intersections of belonging, family, commerce, nationality, and citizenship. Mays demonstrates how Sephardi migrants challenged physical and legal boundaries of states as well as emotional boundaries of nations, even as they retained permeable and flexible understandings of Jewishness.2

Mobility across time and space would situate South African Jews within overlapping and at times conflicting identities. Gilbert’s discussion of Jews’ appearance in social and economic histories by South African historians reveals possibilities for future work by historians interested in writing a non-communalist account of Jewish experiences in South Africa.3


American Jewish historian Lila Corwin Berman’s article “Jewish History beyond the Jewish People” (2018) offers a different alternative to looking at the movements and experiences of actual Jews. By “decentering the Jewish people and its places or productions as the subjects of Jewish history,” Berman argues, “we can transform Jewishness from a personalist or territorial claim that guides historical analysis to an interpretive mode of historical analysis able to travel across peoples and spaces (used here in the broadest sense to include physical places, material objects, texts, and ideas) to illuminate networks, relationships, behaviors, and materiality.” Berman’s approach to mobility would free Jewishness from travelling as connected to Jews to become “an interpretive mode”, a way of “thinking, exercising power, or interacting with materiality.”4

To these examples might be added the work of Arijit Sen and Lisa Silverman on “embodied placemaking”. In their co-edited volume Making Place (2014), they argue that there is a “mutually constitutive relationship between place and the body”, that the former, “a physical environment[,] cannot exist without the human inhabitants who experience it in their everyday lives, and its meaning is dependent upon the larger political and economic contexts within which these individuals operate in any specific location.”5 Attention to the embodied places of South African Jews, specifically the cities in which they live, would illuminate both the emancipatory and oppressive features of urban places. It would also contribute to fresh interpretations of South African Jewish history. Silverman’s own essay, “Jewish Memory and Jewish Geography in Vienna before 1938”,6 can be read constructively with Gilbert’s own call for more attention to memory and its uses among South African Jews.

Gilbert mentions photography among literature and the arts as an area that has stimulated “a modest body of scholarship”. I certainly support additional attention to photography – not only that produced by professional photographers, but also personal photography ensconced in

family albums. Such consideration would be a fruitful avenue for future scholarship to address intimate dimensions of South African Jewish history. Bringing visual culture into the conversation about South African Jews would also help to bridge connections between South African and other Jewish photographers. In addition to Gilbert’s mention of important professional Jewish photographers in South Africa, one might add the work of several American Jewish photographers. For example, in the 1950s Dan Weiner collaborated with Alan Paton in *South Africa in Transition* (1956); twenty years later Eve Arnold pictured shantytowns and black children dying of malnutrition in South Africa. These photographers brought images of South Africa to the world and at the same time can be considered as participating in and helping to shape Jewish visual culture of the twentieth century.

Finally, let me applaud Gilbert’s call for more attention to gender and to religion. Vernacular religious expressions of South African Jews deserve to be analysed and linked to other forms of vernacular Judaism. Current interest in religion could be combined with gender to elicit modes of Jewishness that expand not just South African Jewish history but also contemporary Jewish history. Gilbert is correct to ask about contacts between Jews and non-whites in the domestic sphere as well as in public spaces of work and commerce. Her series of questions in the paragraph on relationships between Jews and non-Jews provides stimulating possibilities for future scholarship.

